The University of Toronto

German Literature in Translation:
“Monsters, Murderers and Magic”
German 204H / Fall 2009

Instructor: EROL M BORAN
Office: Odette Hall #318
Office Hours: M 2-4 (& by app.)

Dept: German Studies
Email: erol.boran@utoronto.ca
Tel.: 416-926-2322

Class meets on T 2-4 & R 2-3 at EM 108

Course Outline

This year, the course focuses on ominous aspects of German literature, on its ‘monsters & murderers’ (or at least on some of them, as the German imagination abounds in wicked creatures and has created more of them than could be dealt with in one single course). An ongoing subtheme is ‘magic’ as it is often in the realm of the fantastic that monsters and murderers truly come to their own. The course covers a time period of roughly 200 years dealing with the nightmares of the Romantic psyche with its witches and vampires all the way to the evil offspring of the postmodern era. We encounter instances of the grotesque and the macabre, of the mysterious and the uncanny, and even of the outright monstrous and the sublime. Questions that guide us through the course are: In what ways do the works discussed mirror modern life experience? How do these monsters of the imagination interrelate to German culture and society?


Requirements

Attendance / Preparation / Participation ................................................................. 30%
Reaction Papers (4 graded; 1 page each) ............................................................. 20%
Presentation (including outline & handout) ......................................................... 20%
Semester Test (on class materials & discussions) ................................................. 30%
Books to Buy:


[Note that you have to purchase the editions indicated by the ISBN number. The easiest way is to order the four books on amazon.ca – just type in the ISBN number. I made sure that the books are affordable; the total should be less than CDN$ 50.00.]